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Associated materials:  Hard copy of presentation
                    Initial and final interview notes

                                         Raw and final questions
                    Vetting summary table



Objective:  To share the process 
followed by the N.R.S.D. Personnel 
Subcommittee, which ultimately lead to a 
recommendation of an independent 
third-party attorney to lead our internal 
investigation





1. From where did we receive initial attorney  
recommendations?

PSC gathered recommendations for trusted attorneys/firms from multiple, 
independent sources over the course of 6 days, November 14-November 19th:

Dorothy Presser:  Field DIrector, Massachusetts Association of School 
Committees (MASC)

Don Lowe: Town Administrator, Bolton

Citizen:  Town of Bolton

*Third Party Referral



2.  How did we narrow the broad list of 
candidates? 
Initial phone calls were made to each referral provided.  Potential candidates were 
removed from consideration for a variety of reasons:

● Did not return initial phone calls
● Conflicts of interest
● Insufficient experience in this type of case
● Time constraints and limitations



3.  How did we develop final interview questions?

● PSC collaboratively exchanged opinions on pertinent interview 
questions

● Once merged, re-worded, reconsidered and/or filtered, PSC passed 
these questions along to SC Chair (Kathy Codianne) and MASC 
Field DIrector (Dorothy Presser) for suggestions, which were duly 
taken into consideration





4.  What was the final interview format?

● Established three different 20-30 minutes slots 
for November 18th, November 19th

● Each candidate received the same questions
● MH: Led questions
● ES:  Took notes on responses
● PSC discussed responses immediately 

following each interview



5.  What were the final interview questions
(intentionally left broad and open-ended)?

● What is your background in investigating potential mishandling of reported abuse?
● Can you provide a general timeline of how an investigation of this nature would 

proceed?
● What kind of resources do you need from us in order to be able to create a 

comprehensive report?
● What are any limitations you foresee as part of this type of investigation?
● How do you ensure that your investigation preserves and ensures neutrality, 

objectivity and thoroughness?
● At the end of the investigation, are you able/willing to provide guidance and 

recommendations for the SC moving forward? 
● Can you provide references, particularly for contacts that you’ve worked with on these 

types of investigations?
● What is your rate? 



6.  How was the final recommendation made?

Final three candidates were evaluated on the following criteria:

● Comfort in responses to questions
● Depth and quality of answers
● Experience in similar cases (school-related cases)
● Degree of insight & elaboration outside of the scope of questions
● Ease with which they were able to communicate with PSC members



7.  What is the final recommendation to the SC?

Tim Norris of Norris, Murray and Peloquin, LLC

● Rich background in 30-year experience, particularly in 
third-party investigations

● Litigated multiple sexual abuse cases and issues 
surrounding teacher-student behavior

● Investigated past employee misconduct 



Next Steps?

● Following up on references for Atty. Norris
● Developing scope of investigation
● Establishing a start date


